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For those of you who often find their job involved in sending and receiving hundreds of emails every day, the chances of receiving spam messages from unwanted sources are always inevitable as others can easily get hold of your email address. So you'll probably spend most of your working time to deal with annoying spam messages. To solve this problem,
having a temporary email address is definitely a good solution to hide your real email address from unwanted contacts. And with Temp Mail Pro, you'll find it relatively easy and convenient to create your own temporary email addresses and make full use of them. Get emails from other people using these emails instead of your main contact to minimize the
possibility of receiving spam. Find out more about Privatix Limited's amazing Android app with our feedback. For those of you who don't know about it yet, temporary email is often used as a means to avoid you being contacted by spam messages when you go online. Here, instead of using your main email address to receive unimportant emails, you can use
temporary email accounts that are provided by certain vendors. With these temporary emails, you can easily receive emails from your contacts just as usual. However, these emails will automatically terminate themselves after a certain amount of time, and remove all your contact details safely. Thus, no one can trace up to your main email address to send
spam, or search for certain data that has been deleted on a temporary email. So you'll find it much more convenient and secure when you're in contact online, especially with unimportant emails that you don't want to have on your main account. And among the leading providers, Android users will find Temp Mail Pro a great app for collecting their new
temporary emails and using their handy features. With its simple and accessible features, you can easily have your emails ready for use for some time. Feel free to receive emails right inside the interfaces in the app, and use its interesting features to enjoy a comfortable experience with your temporary emails. To use the app, Android users only need to
have a running android device and an affordable Internet connection. Then you can have the app easily installed on your mobile devices and start getting your emails from temporary emails immediately. The app offers dozens of free features for you to use. However, to make full use of the app, you will have to for a premium subscription app that will cost you
a little. Here are all the amazing features that the app has to offer: For those of you who are looking for a good way to protect yourself from unwanted spam messages on the internet, using Temp Mail is definitely an effective approach. That being said, the app will allow you to effectively hide the hide spam with his temporary emails. Here you can pick up
temporary generated emails and use them to receive unimportant emails online. These emails will be deleted on their own to make sure your temporary contact no longer exists. So no spammer can bother you with your messages. In addition, using these emails, you do not have to disclose your main contact address to others, so your privacy and
anonymity will remain secure. And to make the app's app fast and convenient, Android users in Temp Mail will also enjoy a simple and convenient app that doesn't require registration. Just open the app and you should have a temporary email ready to use. Feel free to copy your emails to the clipboard or use qR code for safe storage. Whenever you finish
using temporary letters, you can easily delete them and quickly generate new ones for future purposes. By receiving push notifications on mobile devices, like regular emails, and always experiencing the uninterrupted receipt of mail from Temp Mail.With receiving emails, you will also find Temp Mail offers intuitive interfaces with accessible emails and
features. Always find yourself getting full emails, just like with other platforms like Gmail. And your emails and attachments are ready to be open whenever you want. Download and enjoy email attachments using the app as if you were accessing the main email. Also, it's even possible for users to download their EML source from the mailbox and keep getting
secured on your mobile device. And for those of you who are not native English speakers, the app also offers dozens of different language options for you to enjoy. Feel free to have features in the app available on mobile devices and in any of your preferred languages. Full localization of languages in Temp Mail will allow you to quickly and efficiently use its
feature for all Android users. To make full use of their amazing features, Android users in Temp Mail can also sign up for their premium app account. Here you can enjoy more interesting and useful features with your temporary email accounts and make better use of them. Start by setting up your email names to make them look as professional as possible.
Take a few mailboxes on mobile devices and enjoy the app's user-friendly users. Use the app's email viewer option to check your email immediately. Have all your email storage significantly to provide more storage space. Take the full experience of the app without being disturbed by annoying ads. Premium support lets you use dozens of effective features in
your mobile app. And most importantly, premium email domains are now available for users to use. Here you can create your professional temporary emails, emails, will look even more authentic than your actual emails. Last but not least last, for those of you who don't want to pay for your premium services, and still want to enjoy a fully unlocked app for
free, you can easily get Temp Mail Pro on our website instead. Here, users can access the unlocked version of the app with all available features for free. All it takes for you to download and install Temp Mail Pro APK on our website instead. The only downside to this app that most users might easily notice is the lack of a submission feature. That being said,
while it's pretty effective in creating temporary email and maintaining anonymity in the online world, you'll find it a little annoying just to be able to receive emails rather than both sending and receiving. However, for those of you who are looking for an effective way to keep your identity safe when sending emails online and to avoid spam emails from others,
Temp Mail is definitely a great app for you to enjoy. Here you can easily use its feature to create your own secure temporary emails without revealing your true account. In addition, the safe deletion feature also ensures that the emails received will not be noticed by anyone else. Description: With the Temp-Mail app, you can instantly create a one-time
temporary email address and receive emails immediately, including photos or any other attachment. Forget about revealing your real email for everyone. This causes endless spam, advertising email, email hacking and phishing attempts. Keep your actual inbox clean and secure. Temp Mail provides a free, one-time, anonymous, temporary email address in a
10-minute postal style. If you decide to purchase a Temp-Mail Premium, you will be charged from your Google account, and your account will be charged for an extension within the previous 24 hours until the end of the current period. Automatic updates can be disabled at any time by accessing settings in the Google Play Store after purchase. Features: -
Hide from Spam - No Registration Required - Create Disposable Temporary Emails - Protect Your Privacy and Anonymity Without Allowing Spam in Your Personal Mailbox - Get Multiple or Unique Attachments That Can Be Downloaded From Email - Multi Language - Emails Are Permanently Deleted Safely Forever - Create a New Email Address Instantly -
Copy The Exchange Buffer or Use Code - Receive Emails and Emails - Reading new emails, including attachments using the Temp-Mail app, you can immediately generate disposable temporary email addresses and instantly receive emails, with images or other attachments. Forget about disclosing your actual email to everyone. This causes countless
spam, promotional mailings, email hacking and phishing attempts. Keep your actual inbox clear clear Safe. Temp Mail provides a temporary, unnamed, free, one-time email address in the style of 10 minutes of mail. Why use Temp-Mail? Hide yourself from spam No registration required Creating non-permanent disposable emails Protecting your identity and
anonymity by not allowing spam in your personal inbox Get a series or single attachment (s) to be downloaded from email Multilingual Emails always securely deleted forever Features: Create a new email address to immediately copy the clipboard or using qR code Getting email Emails along with Attachments Download Sources (EML), along with
attachments To quickly delete and/or generate new email addresses Custom Email Names Multiple Emails In the Email App View Premium Domains Advanced Email Storage No Advertising User Interface Improvements APKMAZA.NET and Error Fix MOD Features: Unlimited Email Without Ads All Emails All Emails generated quickly no error even without
ads Unlimited clicking on a copy without advertising COMPLETELY Download apk bottom link Set it to the device Made Enjoy :)! Screenshots Download Temp Mail Links - Free Instant Temporary Email Address v2.18 (Mod) APK (En) Mirror Temp Mail - Free Instant Temporary Email Address v2.17 (Mod) (Fixed) APK Mirror Tempo Mail - Free Instant
Temporary Email Address v2.17 (Mod) APK () Mirror Temp Mail - Free Instant Temporary Email Address v2.03 (Mod) APK
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